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In a land where warriors can become gods, one man is torn from his love and forced to fight as a

slave. Readers are calling the Falls of Redemption trilogy "riveting" and "wonderfully written" in what

they have termed, "part ancient Greek adventure, part military basic training story, and part love

triangle." When his brother vanishes, Narcel is next in line to rule his city, but only wants a simple

life with the girl he loves. Little does he know, the heavens have greater plans for him. He's taken

from his village and forced to fight for a neighboring clan, but when war breaks out in the land of

Braze, he must choose sides between the family he knew as a boy and the brothers in arms he's

formed as a man. Forced to become the warrior he never wanted to be, torn from everything he

thought he knew about life, Narcel builds the courage to set things right. But his actions propel him

and his lands into an inescapable path toward war and destruction. This omnibus edition contains

almost 700 pages of epic military fantasy adventure, political backstabbing, and warfare. It includes

Land of Gods, Retribution Calls, and Tears of Devotion. Grab your box set now and save 60% off

buying the individual books!
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This book was written with passion, great story, fast paced with an easy flow. There is action, love,

hatred, brother hood, enemies, family loyalty, family hatred, uniting citizens, strong leaders, and

weak leaders. This book will have you not wanting to put it down. Read it for the action alone you

won't walk away wanting. Great workðŸ™Œ

If you are looking for a great adventure, this is it. The Falls of redemption Trilogy is set up in a

sword, spear and shield civilization. Each of the stories flow smoothly from one to the next. Land of

Gods sets it up. Family without a father gets torn further apart by events beyond their control.

Brothers lost, family treachery and love are all here. The action and fighting descriptions are very

vivid, 1very realistic and puts you right in the action. Retribution Calls continues the journey. Some

of the questions raised in #1 are answered but news ones arise. Bad guys are eliminated, maybe,

and family issues are resolved, maybe. However, everything comes together in Tears of Devotion.

Magic, which was hinted at in #2, comes in play. What's this? Raising the dead? Old gods? Many

events are happening in this book and they are resolved in neat order and everyone gets what they

deserve. A great adventure. In my mind the prequel. I read the prequel, 'Blades of Gresva', last. and

glad I did. It contained the explanation of one of the major surprises in #3. To me it made it a more

satisfactory read.

This series is absolutely one of the best I have ever read!! It is full of twists and turns and so many

surprises, it will amaze you! This series is extremely captivating and once you start, you can't put it

down! It is brilliantly written and gives you extensive insight into the what it took to become a warrior

in those days, being forced away from those you love into a life you don't want and the journey into

becoming a man. You actually experience the trials and tribulations that each character goes

through. You live what they live. This series is so brilliantly written that you step into their world and

forget the one around you. It's a definite must read for not only adults, but young adults and teens

as well. You won't be disappointed!! Be prepared...in book 3, you are going to be surprised,

shocked and amazed! Book 3 absolutely has so many surprises and twists and an ending you never

see coming after reading the first 2!! It's wonderfully written! A huge thank you to Justin Sloan for a

series that captivates, touches, astounds and inspires it's readers!! This is one I will be re-reading

many more times!!

I really liked the cover of this book, I enjoyed the storyline, it was mythical, a bit historical, and there



was a romantic twist as well. The storytelling was very good, and kept me entertained. Two cousins,

Narcel and Lokum are after the same girl, ageless plot. The girl Kaire loves both of them. The

setting is picturesque and the descriptions are vivid. The characters are well drawn and believable

for this type of novel. There are plenty of threads running to keep the readers attention and nice

language. It is a quick read, easy for relaxing with and being a complete series is best read in quite

long sittings. As we follow Narcel and the war in Braze, the choices made, and the outcomes, I felt

transported to another world. Although as I said it is a long read it is well worth it, itâ€™s a book for a

wide audience, a recommended read.

As the author, Justin Sloan, notes at the end of the book, he took inspiration for his fantasy tale from

the Peloponnesian War between Athens and Sparta. Although set in a fictional world, you

immediately get the sense and feel of that ancient conflict right from the beginning of Falls of

Redemption. The story centers mainly on three characters: the boys Narcel and Lokum, who are

cousins; and the girl, Kaire, whom they are attracted to. Vivid world-building and exciting battles

propel the tale along as the boys learn to become warriors! A great coming-of-age story that will

leave the reader in suspense and on the "edge of their seats" to the end.

I received a copy of this book in exchange for an honest review, and there will be no spoilers in the

review.It took me awhile to get started on the book, but once I started, I finished it in three sessions.

The pacing of the story and the cast of characters kept me hooked. There were many distinct and

compelling that contributed to the story.The story had many twists, and it was not bound to what you

would be consider expected outcomes.If you enjoy the fantasy genre then you won't be

disappointed. If you are not a fan, you should give this book a read, it just might change your mind.
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